plicing of pre-messenger RNAs to mature transcripts is a crucial step in eukaryotic gene expression. Almost all primary transcripts in higher eukaryotes undergo multiple splicing events, and alternative splicing plays a major role in establishing proteomic diversity in higher eukaryotes. There are numerous examples where splicing and its regulation play key roles in cell growth control, differentiation, and disease. Consistent with its critical role, the spliceosome (the massive ribonucleoprotein particle that catalyzes splicing) has been shown to be the largest and most complicated molecular machine known (1).
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The complexity of the spliceosome stems not only from its large number of components-almost 300 proteins and five small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs)-but also from the fact that the spliceosome is dynamic, assembling for each splicing event in an elaborate and stepwise fashion involving multiple rearrangements and conformational changes. This complexity poses severe limitations on experimental approaches that can be used to study its function; thus, despite intense research, fundamental aspects of the spliceosome function, such as identity of the catalytic domains and organization of the active site, have remained elusive.
At the start of my graduate research, the existing data pointed to two of the spliceosomal snRNAs, U2 and U6, as the likely catalytic players in the spliceosome. The presence of invariant, functionally crucial domains in these snRNAs, and their similarity to self-splicing group II introns (natural ribozymes that catalyze a reaction identical to the splicing reaction), made them likely candidates for the spliceosomal catalytic domain (2) . However, despite two decades of experimental effort, neither the catalytic competence of the snRNAs nor direct involvement of other spliceosomal components in catalysis had been established (3) .
In my graduate work, I addressed this question by trying to build the spliceosomal active site from scratch, by putting together the catalytically essential parts of U2 and U6 and adding short RNA oligonucleotides as splicing substrates. Developing a minimal active site would allow me to test directly the catalytic potential of these two snRNAs in isolation, thereby addressing the question of catalytic domain identity and the possibility of RNA catalysis in the spliceosome. It would also provide a muchneeded minimal splicing system for studying the mechanistic aspects of splicing not amenable to study in the context of the whole spliceosome.
To this end, I first showed that U2 and U6 snRNAs have the intrinsic ability to interact with each other in a manner similar to that observed in the active spliceosome. In the absence of any protein factor, U2 and U6 formed a base-paired scaffold that brought the catalytically crucial regions of the two molecules close to each other, and the presence of a functionally important tertiary fold, previously observed in the authentic spliceosome, helped to further position the catalytic domains. Thus, it seemed that the ability to create at least a partial spliceosomal active site was inherent in these two snRNAs (4) .
Next, we assayed the ability of the U2-U6 complex to recognize and correctly bind the splicing substrates. Two short RNA oligonucleotides, one carrying the consensus sequence for the 5′ splice site (5′SS), the other containing the branch site consensus (Br), were added to the system. Although U2-U6 could efficiently bind Br through base pairing, the 5′SS oligonucleotide, which could form fewer base pairs, was not recognized. Nevertheless, we assayed the system for catalytic activity in the presence of these two oligonucleotides. Interestingly, we obtained an RNA species resulting from a specific catalytic activity (5, 6) . Characterization of the RNA, which we named RNA X, showed that its formation depended on intact U2, U6, and Br. However, the 5′SS oligonucleotide was not needed for this reaction.
Further characterization of RNA X proved that it resulted from a splicing-related reaction that showed identical sequence and ionic requirements to the authentic splicing reaction. Accordingly, our protein-free reaction and splicing were likely catalyzed by the same, or a very similar, active site. In sum, the protein-free snRNAs were shown to have splicingrelated catalytic activity. The challenge then became finding a way to make the system correctly bind and position the 5′SS, thus setting the conditions for the authentic splicing reaction to occur. It has been shown that, in nematode spliceosomes, certain U6 mutations lead to erroneous use of the 5′ end of U6 in place of the 5′ splice site substrate in splicing reactions (7) . Since this observation proved it permissible to put the 5′ splice site and U6 on the same molecule, we covalently attached 5′SS to the 5′ end of U6,
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The spliceosome active site. The in vitro-assembled, protein-free U2/U6 complex. Yellow highlighted boxes mark the invariant regions in U6, and previously established base-paired regions are indicated. The circled residues connected by thunderbolts can be cross-linked by UV light. Arrows point to residues involved in a genetically proven interaction in yeast (8) .The base-pairing interactions between Br and U2 snRNA are indicated. The asterisks denote the residues involved in the covalent link between Br and U6 in a splicing-related reaction catalyzed by U2 and U6. with a linker sequence joining the two. We engineered a hyperstable hairpin in the linker region to orient 5′SS toward the active site and adjusted the length and sequence of the rest of the linker to help position 5′SS in register with critical active-site nucleotides. Using this chimeric construct, we screened for catalytic products that not only required U2, U6, 5′SS, and Br for their formation but also contained a chemical linkage identical to the product of the first splicing step. One candidate (RNA Y) seemed to satisfy all these requirements. Not only are all the correct sequence elements required for its formation, but our analysis also showed that the chemistry of the reaction was identical to that of the first step of splicing. These studies collectively proved that the spliceosome is an RNA enzyme and a relic from the RNA world. In addition to providing direct evidence for RNA catalysis in the spliceosome and thus settling the longstanding and central question of identity of the catalytic domain, the minimal system provides a powerful tool for studying the spliceosome. Moreover, the minimal system can be compared with group II introns and the authentic spliceosome in attempts to understand the evolutionary origin of the spliceosome and the transition of the RNA world to the modern, protein-dominated one. Taken together, in addition to putting the spliceosome on the growing list of RNA enzymes playing central roles in cellular function, our results provide an example of the use of designed simple biological systems to address problems not amenable to other approaches. For the full text of essays by the regional winners and for information about applying for next year's awards, see Science Online at www.sciencemag.org/feature/data/prizes/ge/index.shtml.
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